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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

VSM.co scrunchies is the business of a trend hairband for women. We sell a 

high quality scrunchies handmade with love at affordable price. We already choose 6 

different of pastel colors which is baby purple, buttercream, peaches, blue tiffany, baby 

yellow and also blush pink. This handmade scrunchies will give elegant hairstyle and 

it is easy to use and suitable as gift to someone special. VSM.co scrunchies work with 

any hair length and any hair texture such as straight, curly and wavy. 

 We using the best types of fabrics which is satin silk fabrics because we 

focusing more to create and design a functional scrunchies. We choose this type of 

fabrics because it can reduce hair problems like hair fall, split ends and also prevents 

breakage.  
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Figure 1: Personal & institution information 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 2: Business profile 
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Figure 3: Personal & institution information 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Business profile 
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3.0 INTRODUCTION OF BUSINESS 

3.1 Name and Address of Business 

Vsm.co is the name of the business that been decided based on our 

names. ‘V’ is stand for our co-owner name, Victoria. ‘S’ is stand for the name 

of owner, Syahimah. ‘M’ is stand for our moments and ‘.co’ itself is a short 

form of cooperation. So basically, this business name is all about Victoria and 

Syahimah moments. Both of us decided to choose ‘scrunchie’ as our main 

product as we are concerned on the health and beauty of women 's hair. It 

doesn’t matter whether they are covered with scarf or not, because hair is the 

crown on every woman. Our scrunchies was handmade beautifully with good 

material for our hair. We choose to use satin silk material as it is a great benefit 

to our hair and scalp. These materials reduce the friction between the hair fiber 

and the pillowcase or surface. This is the key in helping to reduce bedhead, hair 

breakage, fine lines and wrinkles and dull, dry scalp. This product is target 

specifically to woman for all ages. 

Name of Business VSM.CO 

Business Address                                       

                                    

Telephone Number                                    

Form of Business Partnership 

Main Activities Shopping & retails sale 

Facebook Page VSMScrunchies 
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3.2 Organizational Chart 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

3.3 Vision and Mission 

 

Vision and mission are important for strategic direction. It is an integral 

part of a company's strategy that helps to set priorities, allocate resources, and 

ensure that everyone is working towards common goals and objectives, thus 

providing a road-map to the future. 

 

Mission 

First of all, our mission is to empower girls and women to feel beautiful 

and be more confident by teaching them to use VSMscrunchies to get a healthy 

hair because we always provide a high-quality handmade product. We want they 

become be more fashionable with our unique scrunchies. 

 

Vision 

Our vision is to create a comfortable high quality handmade scrunchies 

and also functional that would help to solve hairstyle problem. 

 

Syahimah Asni Binti Razman 

(Business Owner) 

 

 

Victoria Jonas 

(Business Co - Owner) 
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3.4 Description of Product and Services. 

 

Scrunchie is a circular band of fabric-covered elastic used for fastening 

the hair. A normal elastics hair band cause hair damage and breakage, a well-

made scrunchie provides that extra layer of protection with the additional fabric. 

This is because our hair gets damaged mostly during the detangling process 

when you take out traditional hair ties. The price of each scrunchie is depends 

on the material that have been used to made. 

We choose Pastel Collection as our first collection made from satin silk 

material. We also have a plan to use other material such cotton, velvet and 

organza for our next collection. Not to be forgotten for a few other designs of 

scrunchie which we can consider about. Having a lot of design, materials and 

colours giving the opportunity to choose to our potential future buyer.  

For now, the product is solely sold through Facebook page. We intend 

to expand our services by using Shopee app and Instagram shortly in the future. 

This because Shopee app is commission free for sellers. This will bring a good 

used especially for small businesses who just started like us. Besides, Shopee 

also provides a free shipping program under 5kg parcels for online sellers which 

is also a very helpful for online sellers and they would not have to worry about 

shipping rates. It also has insurance if the parcel is damaged by the courier, the 

buyers and seller could report and ask for refund which will avoid the risk of 

loss for damage due to third parties faulty.  
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3.5 Price List 

 

Seasons Package Delivery 

charge (RM) 

Price per 

package (RM) 

Total price 

(RM) 

 

Normal 

1 pc  

7 

5 12 

3 pcs (Half set) 15 22 

6 pcs (Full set) 25 32 

 

Holiday 

1pc  

6 

4 10 

3 pcs (Half set) 14 20 

6 pcs (Full set) 24 30 

 

4.0  FACEBOOK 

 4.1 Creating Facebook (FB) page 

  

 

4.2 Customizing URL Facebook (FB) Page 

https://www.facebook.com/VSMScrunchies-106714425145940/ 

https://www.facebook.com/VSMScrunchies-106714425145940/
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4.3 Facebook (FB) post - Teaser 
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4.4 Facebook (FB) post - Copywriting (Hard sell) 
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4.5 Facebook (FB) post - Copywriting (Soft sell) 
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Conclusion 

 In conclusion, VSM.com scrunchies able to provide a high quality handmade 

scrunchies that can solve costumer’s hairstyle problem. VSM.co scrunchies is a simple 

profitable business with very low investment, which can be even started from home. 

Scrunchies is actually uncomplicated manufacturing process and to make it has a good 

market potentiality we choose the best material such as satin silk fabrics. We have the 

unique ability to change a bad lifestyle because our product gives many benefits to our 

customers. VSM. Co scrunchies are very essential from children to women for a 

comfortable hairband and also for fashion purpose. 

We are finally learned how to launching our first handmade products on social 

platform and the process was so simple to promoting our small product. From social 

platform like Facebook, we able to learn how to design and create a soft sell and hard 

sell advertisement so that we can gets every possible customer know about our product.
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